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Blind signal separation is one of the latest methods to improve the signal to noise ratio. The main objective
of blind source separation is the transformation of mixtures of recorded signals to obtain each source signal at
the output of the procedure, assuming that they are statistically independent. For acoustic signals it can be
concluded that the correct separation is possible only if the source signals are spatially separated. That finding
suggests analogies with the classical spatial filtering (beamforming). In this study we analyzed an effect of the
angular separation of two source signals (i.e. speech and babble noise) to improve speech intelligibility. For this
purpose, we chose the blind source separation algorithm based on the convolutive separation, based on second
order statistics only. As a system of sensors a dummy head was used (one microphone inside each ear canal), which
simulated two hearing aids of a hearing impaired person. The speech reception threshold, before and after the
blind source separation was determined. The results have shown significant improvement in speech intelligibility
after applying blind source separation (speach reception threshold fell even more than a dozen dB) in cases where
the source signals were angularly separated. However, in cases where the source signals were coming from the
same directions, the improvement was not observed. Moreover, the effectiveness of the blind source separation, to
a large extent, depended on the relative positions of signal sources in space.

PACS: 43.72.−p, 43.60.−c, 43.60.+d

1. Introduction

There are two main groups of speech enhancement
methods, namely: monosensorial and mulitisensorial.
The former use spectral subtraction [1–3], Wiener filter-
ing [4], etc. and they have some limitations: they work
well for stationary disturbances only. Moreover, they of-
ten cause so-called musical noise (an unpleasant effect
leading to speech being qualified as unacceptable to listen
even if it is intelligible) or speech distortion [5] that leads
to intelligibility degradation, even though the signal-to-
-noise-ratio (SNR) is improved [6]. This happens because
speech signal is often modified by such kind of processing
in a way that makes it more difficult to understand, e.g.
some important information may be subtracted from the
signal spectra.

Algorithms from the second group deal with multi-
-microphone array recordings. The mixture of source sig-
nals in each microphone is described by Eq. (1)

xn(t) =
M∑

m=1

K∑

k=0

sm(t− k)anm(k) , (1)

where sm are source signals and anm are the length K
mixing filters, which in a simplest approach describe the
delays and reverberation.
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To separate out source signals from their mixtures two
main ways can be chosen. Both of them lead to the same
effect, however they are based on completely different
assumptions.

The first method is based on spatial and spectro-
-temporal properties of sources, namely the objective is
to make so-called beamformer (or spatial filter) that am-
plifies the signal reaching from one direction while re-
ducing signals coming from other directions [7–10]. The
simplest basis of this technique is an appropriate inter-
ference of waves from each microphone. Using different
delays of each wave and different weights, various spatial
filters can be designed. It is obvious that the selectiv-
ity (in spatial terms) of the beamformer increases with
number of microphones used in the array.

The second group of techniques, exploiting fine differ-
ences in signals at successive microphones in a micro-
phone array, is called blind source separation (BSS). De-
spite the fact that the final effect should be similar to
the beamformer [11], this method is based only on statis-
tical properties of the signals coming out from separate
sources that are assumed to be statistically independent.

Many approaches to solve the problem of statistical
separation were introduced so far [12–19]. It was shown
[20–22] that considering only simple statistics, such as
decorrelation, it is possible to separate out the original
signals. Moreover, such approach seems to be easier,
computationally less consuming and more stable than
methods using higher order statistics (HOS), which of-
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ten work satisfactorily in computer simulations while per-
forming poorly for recordings in a real environment [21]
and the results are somewhat unpredictable. Opposite
to beamforming method, in BSS any assumption on the
signals (e.g. their spatial configurations) is not required,
except the independence of signals sources. This assump-
tion is met in most of the real acoustical cases.

2. Method

2.1. Aim

The goal of this paper was to investigate a spatial
efficiency of the convolutive BSS by means of subjec-
tive speech intelligibility and in terms of beamforming.
Namely, the speech intelligibility improvement (i.e. the
difference in speech reception threshold, SRT, before and
after the BSS was applied) was determined for different
spatial configurations of target speech and disturbance.
A dummy head with two microphones was used and ar-
ray of sensors, which seems to be the simplest simulation
of two hearing aids of a hearing impaired person.

2.2. Intelligibility test and disturbance configurations

The Polish sentence test (PST) [23, 24] was used as
a speech material. The sentences of the PST were pre-
sented in a background of so-called babble noise. All 25
PST lists are phonemically balanced and contain gram-
matically correct and semantically neutral utterances
consisting of 4 to 6 words. The power spectrum of the
babble noise signal optimally matches the power spectra
of test sentences as the noise was produced by summing
up all of the test sentences with random time shifting
and reversing [23].

2.3. Apparatus

All recordings were carried out in an anechoic chamber.
Five horizontal angles of target speech source were used:
0◦ (in front of the dummy head), 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 180◦. For
each of the target speech positions eight different angles
of the masker source were investigated, namely 0◦, 15◦,
30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦, 180◦, clockwise. The notation
used in this paper is as follows: Sx stands for speech sig-
nal source placed at the angle of x degrees, Ny stands
for disturbance signal source placed at the angle of y de-
grees, e.g. S30N45 describes the configuration in which
speech source was placed at 30◦ and noise source was
placed at 45◦ (clockwise). At the first stage of the ex-
periment, the recordings were carried out in an anechoic
chamber using custom PC software implemented in Mat-
lab 6.5: the signals (sentences) were sent via ADAT inter-
face from PC to the Yamaha 01 V digital console used as
a D/A converter. Then, their level was adjusted using a
Pioneer A-505R amplifier and delivered to a Tonsil Altus
300 loudspeaker placed in an anechoic chamber. The sig-
nals from the loudspeaker were recorded using the Neu-
mann KU100 dummy head and additionally by a small
(1/2 inch) reference microphone (Svantek SV01A with

pre-amp Svantek SV08A) placed just above the dummy
head. The signal from this microphone was used to ad-
just a proper SNR in listening sessions. Then, the signals
from the left and the right ear and from the reference mi-
crophone were fed to the Yamaha 01V console, converted
into digital form and delivered via ADAT to a PC where
they were finally stored on a hard drive. A dummy head
was placed at a professional swivel table with an angu-
lar scale on it, thus the different angular target-masker
configurations were possible to obtain.

An adaptive procedure [25] was used during listening
sessions, thus speech and noise were recorded separately:
first only the PST was recorded for all angles and next
the masking signal was recorded analogously. Such a
procedure allowed to obtain different SNRs and angu-
lar target-masker configurations just by means of mixing
up the speech and noise in the PC. In order to get sig-
nals at different SNRs in the binaural listening (before
BSS) case, the following procedure was used. The root
mean square (RMS) of the signals (target and masker)
recorded via reference microphone was calculated. Ac-
cording to this value the RMS of the signals from the
left and the right ear were adjusted to get an appro-
priate SNR (the signals from both microphones of the
dummy head were multiplied by the same value related
to the desirable SNR). For the speech signal, the RMS
was calculated for whole sentences. After this procedure
the speech and masker were mixed up (separately for left
and right channels), D/A converted (TDT RP2) and fed
to the headphone buffer (TDT HB7). The signals were
presented binaurally to the subjects via Sennheiser HD
580 headphones at the level of 70 dB SPL. When the BSS
was applied, the same mixtures were used as input signals
to the BSS. The Parra and Spence algorithm [21] imple-
mented by Harmeling [26] was used in the experiment.
As the algorithm does not work on-line, the separating
filters were calculated previously.

The procedure of filter estimation was as follows.
A random sentence was chosen and the procedure of SNR
adjustment was proceeded. Then the separating filters
were calculated using the mixtures from the left and the
right ear. Finally, the set of filters was stored on a hard
drive. This procedure was carried out for all the com-
binations of target-masker spatial configurations and 51
SNRs (between 0 and −50 dB). During the listening ses-
sion in the “after BSS” paradigm, after SNR adjustment,
there was an additional step of separation using previ-
ously estimated filters. Then, the separated target signal
was presented monaurally to the subject using the same
experimental setup as in the binaural case. It must be
emphasized that before BSS was applied all binaural cues
could be exploited by the subject. However, after the
BSS (with two input channels) one of the output signals
contained target speech while the other one contained the
masker. Therefore, binaural listening was pointless: the
only way to present the target signal binaurally was to
deliver the same signal (containing the speech) to both
ears. This procedure, however, should not change speech
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intelligibility. During the listening sessions standard psy-
choacoustical equipment was used: Tucker–Davis Tech-
nologies (TDT) System 3 (real-time processor RP2 and
headphone buffer HB7).

The subjects were seated in a double-walled,
acoustically-insulated booth. SRTs for each target-
-masker configuration was determined for 6 subjects. The
listeners were paid for participation in the measurements
and all of them were Polish native speakers aged between
21 and 28 with no history of hearing disorders.

3. Results

The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 1. Suc-
cessive curves show the gathered data for different posi-
tion of the speech signal: S0: 0◦ — filled squares with
solid line; S30: 30◦ — empty circles with dotted line; S60:
60◦ — filled triangles with dashed line; S90: 90◦ — filled
asterisks with dash-dot line; S180: 180◦ — crosses with
dot-dash line.

Fig. 1. Juxtaposition of BSS spatial efficiency patterns
for five different angles of target speech source (S0: 0◦

— filled squares with solid line; S30: 30◦ — empty cir-
cles with dotted line; S60: 60◦ — filled triangles with
dashed line, S90: 90◦ — filled asterisks with dash-dot
line, S180: 180◦ — crosses with dot-dash line). Addi-
tionally, reference SRT (for binaural listening in S0N0

configuration with no BSS is plotted with thick dashed
line at −5.6 dB and SD of 1.3 dB). The efficiency of
BSS is depicted in terms of SRT (in dB) as a function
of disturbing noise horizontal angle.

To obtain a reference value the SRT for the S0N0 con-
figuration with no signal processing was determined. In
such a case the binaural signal was presented to the lis-
tener and the same adaptive procedure was used and we
obtained a mean value of SRT = −5.6 dB (SD = 1.3 dB)
which is in line with the reference value for monaural lis-
tening with no signal processing in normal hearing people
is −6.1 dB (SD = 1 dB) [23].

The gathered data was subjected to a within-subject
analysis of variance (ANOVA) that showed highly sig-

nificant differences between spatial configurations. How-
ever, as can be seen from the figure the pattern of the
data for all configurations is homogeneous and very sim-
ilar. The SRT is the highest (the poorest intelligibility)
when the angular position of the speech source coincides
with that of the noise and is equal to the SRT char-
acterizing the PST itself. However, when the angular
positions of the speech source and that of the noise are
different a substantial increase in speech intelligibility is
observed. The pattern of the data is consistent with the
basic assumption of BSS: when differences (in terms of
intensity and/or phase) between the noise reaching two
microphones are the same as the differences of speech
signal the BSS is unable to separate out the mixture.
However, once there are some differences between mix-
ture reaching two sensors, then BSS algorithm is highly
efficient. In general, it may be stated that the increase in
spatial separation of the sources in the horizontal plane
brought about a substantial increase in speech intelligibil-
ity. It must be emphasized that the result of the beam-
former can be related to the beamforming: when both
sources are placed at the same beam there is no possibil-
ity to separate them. Only spatial (angular) separation
of sources can provide speech intelligibility improvement,
as for these cases a target source signal can be separated
and the interfering noise signals can be attenuated.

By analogy with psychophysical tuning curves [27], it
can be stated that the BSS algorithm is characterized
by very steep and asymmetric “spatial tuning”: when the
sources are at the same place, the BSS efficiency is poor,
however for small angular separation the efficiency is sig-
nificantly better and leads to a high speech intelligibility
improvement. It seems, however, that the “steepness”
is asymmetric: it is higher on the left hand side of the
maximum. The asymmetric pattern of these curves is
probably a consequence of the head-related transfer func-
tion (HRTF) as it modifies the signals reaching separate
ears in different ways, while the signals are not presented
directly in front or at the back of the head. It is also
caused by the different angular positions of the sources:
when we consider the result of BSS in terms of beamform-
ing, different efficiencies should be obtained depending on
mutual angular positions of the sources and positions of
the sensor matrix as the performance of the beamformer
depends on the angle the main beam is formed at.

Based on the presented data it is difficult to say how
sharp the observed tuning is (or to introduce a parameter
as for example Q3 dB or Q10 dB) because the data were
gathered for discrete position of the sources with a reso-
lution of 15 degrees which was not too fine. However, it
has been shown [28] that shifting a signal in the time do-
main by one sample only, which is equivalent to (approx-
imately) 2 degrees, brought about a significant speech
intelligibility improvement. Moreover, the parameters of
the BSS used here have been fixed at, somehow, arbitrary
values and recordings were done in an anechoic cham-
ber using two well separated microphones at a distance
of about 23 cm. Therefore it seems that to describe the
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spatial resolution of the BSS procedure in detail, it is nec-
essary to carry out more systematic study. However, the
presented results are very promising for the future usage
of BSS, although they were collected in very specific con-
ditions. They simply show that using the BSS procedure
speech intelligibility improvement of more than 10 dB
may be easily reached if noise and speech source are sep-
arated by 15 degrees.

4. Conclusion

The experiment proved high efficiency of BSS pro-
cedure used in speech intelligibility improvement. Us-
ing different spatial (angular) target-masker configura-
tions, the spatial characteristics of beamformer created
using only statistical methods were obtained. It must be
emphasized that these characteristics were expressed in
terms of psychoacoustical measure, namely SRT, which
reflects the most robust measure of the efficiency of BSS
algorithm to create a spatial filter. The data gathered
in this study show very effective “spatial tuning” of the
algorithm: when both sources (target and masker) are
placed at the same angle, the performance of BSS is poor.
However small angular separation of the sources results
in a very significant decrease in SRT, i.e. a substantial
speech intelligibility improvement. Moreover, comparing
two different listening paradigms, namely “before (binau-
ral) BSS” (that is “natural” that takes advantage from all
binaural cues) listening and “after BSS” (monaural) again
it can be stated that the BSS technique brings about a
very high speech intelligibility improvement even though
after BSS procedure, all binaural cues are lost. How-
ever, one must keep in mind that the performance of
BSS algorithms depends on the number and spacing of
the microphones as well as the geometry and orientation
of the microphone array. Moreover the BSS efficiency is
strongly affected by acoustical properties of a room. It
has been shown by [29] that to get a speech intelligibility
improvement in a real room (reverberation time of 0.5 s)
the unmixing filters must be much longer that made the
BSS much more time consuming.
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